Vocabulary Crossword #7  
(Frankenstein Puzzle #1)

Across
1. (ad) able to contain much
2. (adj) inappropriate
8. (adj) difficult to please
9. (n) natural quality or ability
10. (n) strength necessary to deal with misfortune or pain
13. (adj) necessary or required
14. (n) power to rule or authority

Down
1. (v) to suppose or guess without certain evidence
3. (v) to read in a casual manner
4. (n) extreme care or concern
5. (adj) cautious or careful
6. (v) to yield only on certain conditions
7. (n) an idea or impression
11. (adj) intense or passionate
12. (v) to pour forth or to spread out in every direction

Word List:
ardent
capacious
captivate
conception
conjecture
diffuse
dominion
endowment
fastidious
fortitude
impertinent
peruse
prudent
requisite
solicitude